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Mangaluru: Environmentalists are raising alarm about the
improper disposal of catering waste near forest areas. The
indiscriminate dumping of catering waste poses significant
threats to the delicate ecosystems of nearby forests, leading to
pollution, habitat degradation, and harm to wildlife.

The Vana Charitable Trust, led by environmentalist Jeeth Milan
Roche, launched a unique forest conservation project in
Kanthavara, recently.

Jeeth Milan Roche told TOI: “As part of the forest conservation
project in Kanthavara, volunteers spend a lot of time engaging
themselves in learning from experts, cleaning and tree plantation

activities. On Feb 25, a truckload of catering waste was cleared from Palladka panchayat limits with the help of
volunteers from St Aloysius College, Mangaluru.”

“Cleaning the area is a challenge due to the dumping of waste from elevated points into a narrow valley.
Accessing the area to remove the waste is necessary. During our cleanup efforts, we encountered a significant
quantity of water bottles and food waste. It is disheartening to observe the mixing of wet and dry waste. This
marks the sixth site that we have cleared of dumped waste in recent days. While we were pleased to have cleared
the area, our satisfaction quickly turned to shock upon discovering an equivalent amount of catering waste
deposited in the same location on March 3,” he said.
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Further, Roche said, “Though we cleared the waste once again with volunteers of Shree Devi College, there must
be an end to this cycle. We are concerned about the impact on wildlife, as this will only increase the human-
animal conflict in the area,” Roche said and added that a memorandum regarding this issue will be submitted to
the forest department, urging them to take strict action against the violators.

He said during every cleanup drive near the forest areas, they encounter a large number of plastic water bottles,
liquor bottles (glass), plastic, and food waste.

He warned that if the waste had not been cleared, it would eventually make its way to the rivers.

A forest department official said that the panchayat must act against such activities and no dumping was found
inside the forest areas.

We also published the following articles recently

Women make wealth from waste, turn breadwinnersIn Borchila village, Assam, women use water hyacinth from
Sonai river to make handicrafts. Through training by ASRLM and NEDFi, they now earn Rs 10,000/month. Their
products are sought after in India and even exported to Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, the US, and
Bangladesh.108313786
Waste burns in open, MCG gets a noticeHaryana State Pollution Control Board issues show-cause notice to MCG
commissioner and joint commissioner-2 for non-compliance with Solid Waste Management Rules. Garbage
burning in Gurgaon is a serious issue, leading to deterioration in AQI. Authorities taking action to curb waste
burning.108338478
LMC to set up LTP to deal with legacy wasteThe Lucknow Municipal Corporation plans to construct a leachate
treatment plant to mitigate soil and groundwater contamination risks caused by leachate. The plant will address
the environmental threat posed by the leachate's toxic chemicals and focus on treating existing waste while
transitioning to fresh waste leachate.108377719


